Solutions for your caravan, leisure
or camping and glamping park
CCTV

Fire Detection & Alarms

Gates & Barriers

Monitoring

Intruder Alarms

Access Control

GBSG Pulse®

Free

site
survey

Creating safe
environments

How can GBSG protect your caravan, leisure or camping and glamping park?
GBSG offer security, ﬁre, intruder, access systems and monitoring, all tailored to you. With over 35
years’ experience, we use our knowledge to provide you with the best solution to meet the needs of
your enterprise.

What do GBSG offer?

How do we meet your needs?

CCTV

Intruder alarms

Innovation, understanding of standards and insurance

One of our surveyors will review your site or buildings with

CCTV can be used to protect both the exterior and interior of

Intruder alarms provide a visual as well as an active warning.

requirements as well as highly-trained employees mean

you and talk about the best way to offer you the protection

your property, including the perimeter and points of access.

We are an NSI Gold approved security provider and we work in

that we can offer systems that truly meet the needs of

that you need. With a variety of different options available we

We’ve effectively installed CCTV to help prevent vandalism, arson

accordance with Security Standards: PD 662:2017 and DD263. All

your enterprise. We use our knowledge and talk with our

will establish what will work for you and then install the right

and theft as well as helping with anti-social behaviour. With our

of our systems meet the standards of the National Police Chiefs’

customers to really establish the risks that you face and

solution. We then look at how to maintain and care for your

own monitoring station, we are able to offer a police response

Council (NPCC). We design, install and maintain our systems

then offer you a solution. Your system will be tailored to you

system in the future; delivering excellent customer service at

service. CCTV can also be stored and used locally and accessed

to meet the specific needs of your business and site, which

with in-built ﬂexibility that can also grow as you develop your

every touch-point.

by employees on site.

decreases your level of risk.

Complete security

Fire detection and alarm systems

Access control including barriers & gates

We deal with every aspect from: site survey, product

Fire detection and alarm systems are essential for any sites

The use of barriers and gates can help restrict access to certain

specification, installation and instruction on how to use and

with public buildings or accommodation. We install, service,

areas and our access control can be configured in a variety of

get the best from your system. We will then maintain and

maintain and can also monitor fire detection and alarms to

ways, which means you can really make it work for you. You can

service your system as well as being able to offer monitoring

meet the BS5839-1:2017 adapted to the BAFE® adopted SP203-

vary access for certain times of the day and restrict access for

solutions that can give you even more peace of mind.

1 scheme. We understand your insurance requirements so that

particular people or to particular areas. You can also have a variety

we can specify a system that suits your needs and gives you the

of different set-ups for staff and something different for visitors.

maximum coverage and at the same time ensures you can secure

By understanding your site, access control can help create

your entire site.

freedom of movement whilst restricting access for unauthorised

business.
We look after a number of leisure and caravan parks and
have used our expertise to ensure we have effective and
responsive solutions.

Quality assured
We are independently assessed by the UK’s leading security
and fire safety bodies, including the NSI, SIA, BSIA and

We pride ourselves on being innovative and finding the

BAFE®; so all of our surveys, installs and monitoring and

right solution, so we welcome new challenges that give us

maintenance are delivered to the highest standards. Our

the opportunity to work with our customers to achieve the

achievement of ISO 9001:2015 recognises our commitment

desired result.

to customer quality and care.

personnel. Our access control works in conjunction with our
fire alarms to ensure a fast evacuation of the site, should an
incident occur.

Securing Fantasy Island
Located in the busy seaside town of Ingoldmells,
Fantasy Island Resort is the East coast’s premier
family entertainment complex. Combining an
action-packed theme park, a show-bar, eateries
and Europe’s largest 7-day market, the resort’s
management have an over-riding need to protect
public safety and security.

On the main resort, the CCTV surveillance system consists
of both dome and bullet cameras. The dome cameras are
generally located in high footfall areas where the public’s
security is at greater risk. The reason for this is that dome
cameras tend to provide a greater field of vision and
enable high speed panning and ease of control by the
on-site security office. Plus, the classic “smoked” dome
cameras offer an additional degree of surveillance as it’s
difficult for someone to tell which direction the dome is

System details

actually aiming.

GBSG have provided site security systems to the resort
for a number of years, and as the business grew we were
able to extend CCTV coverage to include two local caravan
parks that they also operate. To help with further CCTV
expansion, the most recent CCTV additions have been
IP cameras drawing upon security technology advances

All site CCTV cameras are integrated with movement
detection systems. The configuration of any detection
system is to enable the cameras to see movement and
allow the transmission and recording device to produce
good quality and meaningful images.

to allow for enhanced resolution, enhanced scalability

The live and recorded footage is transmitted to the resort’s

and enhanced flexibility. One of the clear advantages of

on-site security office, for which we have supplied all

IP cameras is the flexibility to integrate with a wireless

control room equipment.

network, meaning that’s its virtually unlimited with regards
to expansion. Like the Analogue cameras previously
installed on the main resort, these IP cameras are
enclosed in vandal proof casing.

Interested to find out how we can help
you, visit www.gbsg.co.uk to find out
more. You can call us on 01775 821100
or email sales@gbsg.co.uk where
our friendly team can talk to you about
your requirements and book you in for a
FREE site survey and no obligation quote.
@GBSGLtd

/GBSGLtd
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